
VITLAY ZEZKAV PERMANENT PROTECTION ORDER 
 
I BELIEVE I MUST HAVE A PERMANENT PROTECTION ORDER AGAINST 
VITLAY ZEZKAV BECAUSE VITLAY ZEZKAV IS VIOLENT AND CRAZY. 
 
I AM REQUESTING A PERMANENT PROTECTION ORDER AGAINST 
VITLAY ZEZKAV FOR AS LONG AS THE LAW ALLOWS. 
 
1) Vitlay Zezkav physically attacked me. 
 
TWICE he FORCEFULLY entered my apartment without my permission by SHOVING 
me backwards into my own home.  He also tried to hit me in the face with his fist but he 
missed. 
 
(See photo #1 of him staring at my closed apartment door with Susana Vexler’s 
apartment door open) 
 
2) Vitlay Zezkav physically attacked me wearing nothing but blue underwear. 
 
3) I do not know why Vitlay Zezkav attacked me. 
 
I was hanging up a painting in my apartment when I heard banging on my door.  I opened 
my door and was physically attacked by him.  
 
(See photo #2 of the nail and photo #3 painting I was putting on my wall, which 
Susana Vexler’s apartment and my apartment share) 
 
4) I do not know Vitlay Zezkav. 
 
The first time I ever met him was when he physically attacked me for no reason. 
 
5) Vitlay Zezkav also locked me out of my side of the electric box. 
 
So I cannot enter my side of the electric box if and when the electricity goes out in my 
apartment and I have to flip the breakers to turn in back on. 
 
(See photo #4A and #4B of him putting a lock on the electric box) 
 
6) Vitlay Zezkav’s first aggressive CONTACT against me was Saturday, December 
31, 2016. 
 
I filed my first Police Report against him on December 31, 2016. 
 
(See copy of my first Police Report embedded in copy of my temporary Protection 
Order) 
 



7) Vitlay Zezkav’s second aggressive CONTACT against me was Saturday, March 
11, 2017. 
 
I heard Susana Vexler coming up the stairs.  Then, I heard a male voice yelling at Susana 
in Hebrew, “Why is the bowl not sitting on the rail?”  Susana yelled something back in 
Hebrew at him.  I do not know what she said.  After that, I heard him banging on my door 
and yelling at me in Hebrew, “You will open the door!” 
 
I filed my second Police Report against him on March 13, 2017. 
 
(See copy of my second Police Report embedded in copy of my temporary 
Protection Order) 
 
Why did I wait three days to file the Police Report? 
 
Police Officer Este told Susana Vexler, Vitlay Zezkav, my spouse, and I that if any of us 
complain about one another or make any contact with each other again then all of us will 
get ARRESTED. 
 
So when Vitlay Zezkav made aggressive contact with me again, on first thought, I was 
worried that I will go to JAIL if I filed another complaint against him.  But on second 
thought, I went to Police Officer Este and told her that Vitlay Zezkav was bothering me 
again at the risk of going to JAIL in order for me to be SAFE from him. 
 
8) I filed a petition for my Protection Order against him on April 3, 2017. 
 
 (See copy my temporary Protection Order) 


